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Was Paris a 
success or a 
failure?
+ Multilateralism 
+/- National pledges 
+ 5 year pledge cycles 
+ global stocktake 
+ 1.5 degree goal



Two ways to  
look at it.

George Monbiot, 
Guardian:   

“By comparison to what 
it could have been, it’s a 
miracle. By comparison 
to what it should have 
been, it’s a disaster.” 



Was Paris a 
success or a 
failure?
- no accountability 
- non-binding 
- no recourse/
enforcement 



Far less 
discussed:  

climate  
finance



Weak Equity Strong Equity

Strong Adequacy Exclusive Action Climate Justice

Weak Adequacy Exclusive Inaction Democratic 
Dysfunction

Ciplet, Roberts and (Mizan) Khan: Power in a 
Warming World. 2015 MIT Press



Weak Equity Strong Equity

Strong Adequacy Exclusive Action Climate Justice

Weak Adequacy Exclusive Inaction Democratic 
Dysfunction1pre-Kyoto 

2 Kyoto 

 3 pledge and review

4 INDC’s 

Ciplet, Roberts and (Mizan) Khan: Power in a 
Warming World. 2015 MIT Press



The Great Climate Policy Pivot:  
Copenhagen (2009)

5. Neoliberal 
environmentalism
(Pledge and review: 

2009-2013)

• Shared irresponsibility 
• Total flexibility/voluntarism 
• Total market

• Elite multilateralism 
• Negotiated consent

Governance form Guiding principles Decision making



The Copenhagen  
Promises: 

$30 billion  
2010-2012  

“Scaling up” to 
$100b/y  

“jointly mobilized”  
by 2020



Cancun Agreements, 2010



Photo: mistoicawordpress.com

-Stanislaus Di-Aping (Sudan delegate and G-77 Chair) 
Copenhagen, December 2009

“It is not enough to buy coffins for everyone 
who will die because of climate change in 

Africa. I would rather burn myself than accept 
these peanuts.” 

http://mistoicawordpress.com


There are two parts of the 
deal in Paris:

the main and long-term 
“Paris Agreement,” 
and  

the “Decision” text on 
how that agreement will 
come to pass through 
shorter-term actions.



Where’s the finance? 





“$100b maintained  
thru 2025”



F I N A N C E :  H O W  M U C H  I S  N E E D E D ?



Still lacking 
a definition: 
what counts 
as climate 
finance?







“Considering 
Modalities”?  



Is it new and/
or additional?



More backsliding
No reference to “innovative” 
finance sources, such as  

• taxes on aviation 

• international shipping 
fuels (bunker fuels), 

• a tiny levy on international 
currency transactions, or  

• a global carbon tax.



Taming the 
elephant in 
the room: 
Liability



The tamed 
elephant: 
insurance?



Some positive 
news:  
New 
contributors



The need for 
public, grant-
based 
adaptation 
funding



Avoiding  
emissions

Staying under the 
aspirational goal of 1.5 
degrees Celsius is 
certain to require far 
more funding than the 
budget suggests. 
Trillions more



Transparency and trust



http://climatepolicyinitiative.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/GLCF-2014-Sankey_Landscape-2014.png http://climatepolicyinitiative.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/GLCF-2014-
Sankey_Landscape-2014.png

http://climatepolicyinitiative.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/GLCF-2014-Sankey_Landscape-2014.png


H O W  T O  B U I L D  
A  R E A L  S Y S T E M

1.Empower the Standing 
Committee on Finance 

2.Agree and enforce definitions of 
CF 

3.Create rigorous review and 
tracking system 

4.Streamline funding 

5.Map projects and put all data on 
web



Needed: 
a 
burden 
sharing 
formula



One way to divide the burden: historical and 
current responsibility—the Civil Society Review



To summarize
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